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8Chinese segmentation and collocation: 
a platform for blended learning

Simon Smith1

Abstract

Mandarin Chinese is an increasingly popular world language and 
object of study, and while there are numerous online character 

learning apps and flashcard systems, very little research has been 
done on inductive or autonomous learning in the realm of collocation 
acquisition. I propose a new Chinese implementation of a trusted 
corpus-based platform, currently available for English and several 
other languages, accompanied and enhanced by an adaptive approach 
to Chinese segmentation approach, whereby different ways of carving 
up a given sentence are selectively displayed to the learner.
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1. Introduction and background

Mandarin Chinese has the largest number of native speakers of all languages 
(Simons & Fennig, 2018). More and more people are starting to learn Chinese, 
in the UK and globally. Centres of Chinese cultural exchange, such as Confucius 
Institutes, are opening up, and increasing numbers of universities, and more 
recently schools as well, are starting to offer Mandarin Chinese programmes. 
It is fast becoming a global language, and more tools and resources enabling 
its learning are needed. Lo (2016), for example, shows that heritage Chinese 
students from the UK who are native speakers of English and Cantonese find 
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the mastery of Mandarin important for their careers. A renewed commitment 
to trade partnership with China has been noted by the UK government (Gibb 
& Johnson, 2015), and one likely impact of Brexit is that increased trade with 
China will turn command of Chinese into a yet more marketable skill.

Mandarin Chinese is popular among students of all ages, and Chen (2014) reports 
success in teaching the language at primary school in Britain. Secondary school 
uptake has increased in recent years, with General Certificate of Secondary 
Education (GCSE) entries up 18% in 2015, despite an overall decline in pupils 
sitting language exams (Guardian, 2015). Jin (2014) discusses the opportunities 
for enhancing students’ intercultural competencies that the learning of Mandarin 
Chinese affords. 

Modern approaches to language learning, especially English learning, emphasise 
the use of authentic texts (Gilmore, 2007; Nunan, 1999), so that vocabulary 
and patterns may be acquired by learners in genuine contexts. Such authentic 
texts may be conveniently gathered together in a corpus – that is to say, a ‘body 
of texts’, defined more explicitly by McEnery, Xiao, and Tono (2006) as “a 
collection of (1) machine-readable (2) authentic texts […] which is (3) sampled 
to be (4) representative of a particular language or language variety” (their 
emphasis, p. 5). The potential of inductive (as opposed to deductive) learning, 
where learners look at data to try to establish systematic rules, rather than 
being taught the rules explicitly, is now widely accepted in educational circles 
(Dörnyei, 2014; Larsen-Freeman & Long, 2014). Johns (1991) made what was 
then an innovative use of inductive learning, in an approach named Data-Driven 
Learning (DDL), which entails getting students to consult corpora directly. With 
DDL, learners can search for particular lexical and grammatical patterns that 
interest them. They can be trained to adopt an inductive or discovery-based 
approach to learning, where they work out a grammatical rule or pattern of 
usage from a plethora of authentic examples, as opposed to a deductive and 
more traditional approach where the teacher lays out rules, words, and patterns 
and gets the learner to practise them. There has been increasing interest in DDL 
in language teaching circles over the years, and the approach lends itself well to 
blended learning, which by definition involves autonomous study.
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Almost all this work has so far focused on English learning; although Chinese 
is widely spoken and studied, and while there is no shortage of flashcard apps 
and character-practice software, there have been very few attempts to harness 
the power of the corpus for this language. One particularly powerful corpus-
based tool, currently available for English and several other languages, is Sketch 
Engine for Language Learning (SkELL) (Baisa & Suchomel, 2014). 

On SkELL, Chinese students can obtain three kinds of output displays about 
the usage of words, derived from large corpora. The first display is Example 
Sentences, which finds the most salient dictionary-like examples from the corpus. 
Then there is Word Sketch, which offers a one-page synopsis of the usage of a 
word, indicating for example which collocations it is most associated with, and 
what the grammatical relations are (e.g. what is the most salient object of this 
verb, or most salient modifier of this noun). The third display type is called 
Similar Words, a distributional thesaurus. SkELL is powered by the Sketch 
Engine (SkE; Baisa & Suchomel, 2014), a corpus query software suite which 
does not specifically target language learners, but which does allow access to a 
number of large Chinese corpora. Most of these have been segmented (broken 
up into words) and POS-tagged (Smith, 2017).

2. Methodology and approach

In this work, SkELL is extended to the Chinese language, allowing learners 
to view vocabulary in authentic collocational contexts, presenting a variety 
of example sentences, and showing how words participate in collocations and 
interact grammatically with other words. The implementation incorporates a 
standalone adaptive segmentation system using Hidden Markov Model (HMM) 
technology, and it will be evaluated using the training and test corpora of the first 
Chinese Segmentation Bakeoff of the Association for Computational Linguistics 
Chinese special interest group (Sproat & Emerson, 2003). A learner-friendly 
interface will be designed, and its use piloted with a group of intermediate 
Chinese learners who will be asked to evaluate its usefulness (in particular its 
adaptive features). The study will experiment with different ways of presenting 
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the varying granularity of segmentation to the learner, aiming to provide for ease 
of use in a blended learning context.

A particular challenge for learners of Chinese, an addition to the obvious 
complexity of the characters themselves, is the identification of word boundaries. 
The Chinese SkELL implementation will therefore incorporate a new adaptive 
segmentation system, which is described below.

3. Chinese vocabulary and segmentation

In the absence of clear orthographic information about word boundaries, as 
is available in English writing, it can be quite difficult to get even human 
informants to agree on where the word boundaries are in a Chinese sentence. 
It follows from that that it is quite difficult to write segmentation software to 
do the same task.

Early segmentation algorithms consisted of a dictionary search module 
supplemented by heuristics, typically a longest match (or maximum match) 
procedure (Deng & Long, 1987). This means that if several different ways of 
segmenting the sentence are potentially available, the way which includes the 
longest words will be selected.

The next phase of segmentation algorithms made use of statistical information: 
notably Mutual Information (MI) scores in the work of Sproat and Shih (1990), 
and Sun, Shen, and Tsou (1998), without the use of dictionaries. The segmenter 
currently in use by Baidu, the main Chinese search engine, exploits HMM 
technology, and offers the user of their so-called ‘Jieba’ segmentation software 
the option of adding in their own custom dictionary (Lin, 2015).

This study confronts and exploits the ‘wordhood’ challenge. It offers an adaptive 
segmentation approach, where different ways of carving up a given sentence are 
selectively displayed to the learner. 
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Wu (2003, p. 3) demonstrates how such an approach can benefit the different 
applications of Chinese Natural Language Processing (NLP): Machine 
Translation (MT), for example, generally needs the longest strings that are 
available in the bilingual lexicon being used, so a maximum matching algorithm 
is the most useful. For information retrieval, on the other hand, a user (such as 
a search engine user) might be interested in webpages that contain substrings 
of the string they entered, so a fine-grained segmentation might be more 
appropriate. I believe that, just as the varying granularities can be applied to 
different NLP applications, so too they can usefully address different language 
learning purposes in DDL. 

For example, the string 中华人民共和国 is the official title of the People’s 
Republic of China. This could be treated as one word, or segmented into two (中
华人民 / 共和国) or three words (中华/人民/共和国). Alternatively, the learner 
is likely to be interested in the individual characters as morphemes, and finding 
out what other characters they pattern with. In a blended learning context, where 
guidance from the teacher is not always at hand, the student will be able to set 
the parameters for his or her own learning.

4. Conclusion and next steps

It was noted above that making different segmentation granularities available 
could benefit learners of Chinese. The adaptive segmenter described by Wu 
(2003) and Gao, Li, Wu, and Huang (2005) allows for several different levels 
of segmentation, within a “single annotated corpus that can be conveniently 
customised to meet different segmentation requirements” (Wu, 2003, p. 2). 

Gao et al. (2005), with Wu as a co-author, implemented a similar system called 
MSRseg (Microsoft Research Segmenter), using transformation based learning 
(Brill, 1995). This is still available as a free download from Microsoft Research 
(although minus the adaptive component which is of particular relevance to this 
work). Gao et al. (2005) note that in actuality they retain only the segmentation 
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that involves the smallest number of words, because “we currently do not know 
any effective way of using multiple segmentations in [NLP] applications” (p. 541). 

Adaptive segmentation does not appear to have been revisited in the literature 
since, and there has not been any attempt that I am aware of to integrate such a 
segmentation model into language learning. I therefore consider our proposal to 
be innovative, practical, and timely.
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